
Kitchen and Wardrobes

Millview Rathdangan Co. Kildare



Kitchen

Door

Colour Carcass Counter 

Top

Sink Tap Handle

Shaker 

Painted

Socials:

Slab 

Melamine

Subtle Shadow

or

Wimbourne

White

Socials:

Cambrian/ 

Cashmere

Grey 

Bardolino 

Oak Egger 

H1146

Solid

Surface Ice 

Crystal 

20mm

Socials:

Sonoma 

Oak

Under 

Mounted

Bowl and  

Half Pyramis

Socials:

Top mounted 

Sink

Lever Tap

566.90.232

S/S

Knob 

H50S

Socials:

T-bar 

handles

Millview Rathdangan Kitchen Spec 



Robe Door Colour Carcass Handles

Slab Cashmere Egger U702 White T Bar 

Handles 

T23P

Millview Rathdangan Robes Spec 



No Appliances Provided

Millview Rathdangan Appliances 

The spacing to be allocated for kitchen appliances is as follows:

600mm hob (fit into worktop)

70/30 integrated Fridge Freezer approx 1785 high

600mm integrated Single oven

380mm integrated microwave (if spec for integrated micro and oven 

together in tall unit.)

600mm integrated dishwasher 

We supply and fit the extractor fan, sink and taps as per spec. 

Changes cannot be made by FK to make units suit larger/smaller appliances



Appliance: Chimney Hood

Canopy 500.30.802
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Millview Rathdangan Extractor Spec 



Millview Rathdangan Worktop Spec 
Routine Cleaning

Most dirt and light residue will easily wipe off with a damp 

cloth and soapy water.

The work surface should then be rinsed with clean water and 

wiped dry.

Persistent marks can be removed by using a mild abrasive 

cleaner, like CIF, but harsh scouring powders should be 

avoided. 

Minor scratching

Kitchen utensils and crockery (particularly unglazed 

bases) can sometimes cause minor scratches. The surface 

can also be damaged by scratching or cutting with knives, so 

the use of a cutting board is essential. 

Any minor scratches can easily be removed using a mild 

abrasive pad and other items from the care kit. 

Heating

Surface will withstand heat better than many alternative 

surface materials. 

However, all hot pots, pans and other heat generating 

devices should always be placed on a trivet or worktop 

protector rods to prevent extreme heat having prolonged and 

direct contact with the surface. 

Boiling water and cooking splashes do not harm the surface..
Staining

Unlike marble and granite, it is not porous and will resist 

most household chemicals including alcohol and cosmetics, 

however, some chemicals and strong dyes can cause 

damage and discolouration. 

If spillage occurs, wipe off immediately and rinse area 

thoroughly.

Solid Surface Ice Crystal 20mm







Kitchen – Clip top standard 

hinge 110*

Wardrobes – Clip standard 

hinge 100*



Blum clip on adjustment 0mm plate
Blumotion clip on for 100-120* hinges



Alto Drawer Set 86mm high

552.66.554

Alto Drawer Set 164mm high

552.63.554
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